THE HARVEST

STRATEGIZING OUR COMMUNITY APPROACH TO ACES/NEAR SCIENCES

When: July 13th, 2018
Who: Nearly 45 community members representing many
different organizations gathered at the Elwha Klallam Heritage
Center
Why? To discuss how we can build capacity within our
community in regards to the NEAR sciences
How? By using the 4 D's of Appreciative Inquiry (Discover,
Dream, Design and Deliver) community members are coming
together around issues that matter, finding what is already
working to support the Core Protective Factors, and thinking
creatively about ways to implement change.

THEMES
5 themes strongly emerged that will be used at the next
meeting to design a work plan that supports positive outcomes
for all community members.

1. COORDINATING COLLABORATIVE CARE
Supporting people working together in caring for all youth
by streamlining access to resources, creating more
resources for children and families that build opportunities
for resilience and healing and doing so by forging, growing
and strengthening collaborative partnerships between
organizations.

2. CONTINUED COMMUNITY CAPACITY BUILDING
Working together to increase communication between
organizations/service providers so we have a greater
knowledge of each other's work and resources while
supporting a value of county-wide wellness which
implements best practices in trauma-informed care.

3. Funding
Banding together with other organizations to increase
chances for funding/grants, sharing more resources,
investing now to save later, diversifying the vision for
funding, encouraging activism for policy changes and
creatively approaching better funding for our schools
and whole community.

4. CARING COMMUNITY
Coming together around issues that matter to change the
heart of service in our community. Maintaining an unbiased
attitude while working towards using a shared language and
knowledge of the NEAR sciences to support social bridging
and outreach in the community.
Supporting true equity for each individual and organizing our
schools and community to support all children through a
NEAR sciences lens.
Creating a safe and nurturing environment for all by building
community resiliency practices and implementing a
universal plan/program with continuity between
organizations to strengthen all families.

5. UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE/AWARENESS OF
NEAR SCIENCES AND TRAUMA-INFORMED CARE
Providing education for the entire community on NEAR
sciences in order to break stigmas and create an informed
and organized community approach to trauma informed
care and support.

DISCUSSED NEXT STEPS...
Medicine Wheel that can visually
organize local services
Community Resource Guide
Community Map of resources
Shared online and live NEAR
sciences trainings
Expansion of successful individual
programs and capacity building
modalities
Deliberate multi-touch points for
protective factors in programs
Local marketing campaign on NEAR
sciences to break stigmas
State level funding advocacy through
creative cross-organization
collaboration supporting shared
funding opportunities

Join us September 17th from 1 pm to 3 pm at the Library to
continue the discussion!
"Don't be discouraged by your
incapacity to dispel darkness from the
world. Light your little candle and step
forward."
-Amma

